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Virtual Voices Project - (V V P)
• Understanding speech and communicative behaviour in online environments. 

• From dangerous speech to misinformation – where do we draw the line when it 

comes to free speech as a  human right? 

• What counter speech strategies in response to socially unacceptable discourse 

might be developed ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation is of research that contributes to a larger project I am conducting which I have named the Virtual Voice Project.



Social media as a ‘virtual’ public sphere?

Habermas (1989) “Public Sphere” of the 18th C intellectual bourgeoisie 
helped to shape public opinion through rational thinking, social capital 

and freedom of expression
the media act to facilitate discourse in a public sphere (2006)

‘Virtual’ public sphere in the digital age of participatory culture 
for political communication 

- opportunity for wider number of people to contribute to public 
discourses…. though amateur engagement may be “subjected to 

personal motivations”  (Mahlouly, 2013)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This paper positions itself in terms of social media being a new form of Habermas’ public sphere whereby  – perceived as a ’virtual’ public sphere for the purpose of democratic debateWhile digital platforms have enabled greater accessibility and connectivity between peoples around the world offering many advantages, it has also provided an opportunity for the propagation of intolerant, abusive and hateful content to occur.



CMC  “fertile ground for conflict… 
linguistic aggression” (Hardaker, 2015)

Offensive
speech

Hate speech
abusive, insulting, 
intimidating, harassing, 
and/or incites to 
violence, hatred, or 
discrimination… race, 
ethnic origin, religion, 
gender, age, physical 
condition, disability, 
sexual orientation, 
political conviction, and 
so forth.
(Erjavec & Kovacˇic, 2012: 899)

Bullying

Trolling – intentional
“online antagonism undertaken
for amusement’s sake”

(Hardaker, 2015:202)
Flaming
“hostile and aggressive 
interaction”

(Thurlow et al, 2004:70)

Dangerous  speech

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Two
-people-talking-logo.jpg

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CMC  “fertile ground for conflict and linguistic aggression”Wide range of interpretations and definitions of what hate speech is – this quote from these authors – Erjavec & Kovacˇic.abusive, insulting, intimidating, harassing, and/or incites to violence, hatred, or discrimination… directed against people on the basis of their race, ethnic origin, religion, gender, age, physical condition, disability, sexual orientation, political conviction, and so forth.(Erjavec & Kovacˇic, 2012: 899)however  in many countries the notion of ‘harm’ is seen as a key component of hate speech though it is debatable as to what is harm, who perceives the harm etcYou may be aware that this is a topic of global debate not just amongst academics but govts, NGOs, institutions – and when it comes to social media such as FB and google there have been moves to make them respond more quickly to inappropriate material online and looking at ways that algorithms can search for certain words comments etc.But there is also the move by free speech advocates for other strategies to be employed to deal with hate speech such as …..This paper questions the use of social media – perceived as a ’virtual’ public sphere for the purpose of democratic debateWhile digital platforms have enabled greater accessibility and connectivity between peoples around the world, it has also provided an opportunity for the propagation of intolerant, abusive and hateful content to occur.Anonymity has  lot to do with this  SIDE Flaming ad hominem – attacking the characterBut we are reliant on interlocuters explicit reaction to know whether they take offence – otherwise you cannot call this flaming



Counter speech

“any speech that  counters, rebuts, or negates the effect in any way of 

speech  that we dislike or disagree with” eg denounce or reaching out 

to persuade people to speak otherwise.

(Stossen, 2018)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which is what my presentation is about today – from a social media perspectiveSo counter speech is … “any speech that  counters, rebuts, or negates the effect in any way of speech  that we dislike or disagree” eg denounce or reaching out to persuade people to speak otherwise.P 21 A particularly useful theory for understanding conflict on YouTube is the social identification/deindividuation (SIDE) model of computer-mediated communication (Lea and Spears, 1991; Reicher et al., 1995). SIDE argues that as a result of anonymity, users experience a form of depersonalization and tend to self-identify abstractly with a group, thus relating to others on an intergroup rather than an interpersonal basis. SIDE predicts, therefore, the saliency of group membership and group norms. Anonymity and deindividuation, as understood by SIDE, lead to polarization in group dynamics, a fact which lies at the heart of online conflict. Lack of individuating information promotes group cohesiveness which leads users in group discussions to endorse the views of their in-group, and reject those of the out-group, in a more extreme manner (Lee, 2006, 2007). Thus, although users are exposed to different arguments, the distance between social groups with different worldviews increases and opinions become polarized.



Key questions

1. What discursive strategies are enacted in the expression of incivility 
on digital platforms?

2. What counter response mechanisms are used by others towards 
inappropriate behaviour/communication online?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So while my project looks at the discursive strategies are enacted in the expression of incivility on digital platforms,  using DHA of CDS  it also investigates…. counter response mechanisms are used by others towards inappropriate behaviour/communicationIn fact this paper is part of a larger research project I am conducting which looks at the blurred lines between free speech and hate speech – and the presentation today focuses in particular on asking questions about how people use social media for inappropriate behaviour, and how do others respond to them online.Not aiming to provide definitive answers, but to raise a set of questions to be addressed in further research (Angouri and Wodak used this in their article on Greek crisis online (2014)Incivility  “Rude or unsociable speech or behaviour”  Oxford Dictionary



https://givenothing.co.nz/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So this is what I am presenting on today using the NZ HRC’s campaign to educate NZers about casual racism through a video, which parodying a charity, asks for people to “give nothing to racism” and uses satriical humour to convey the message about the more subtle forms of racism enacted in our daily lives. And I want to look at the comments under the video that appeared on you tube – because I guess not surprisingly some people chose to post a whole lot of overt racist comments – will explain why in a moment.



Discourse-historical Approach (DHA) of Critical 
Discourse Studies

(Reisigl and Wodak, 2001:40f)
Concept of ‘context’ based on:
1. the broader sociopolitical and historical context, which discursive 

practices are embedded in and related to.
2. the current context
3. the immediate, language or text-internal co-text;
4. the intertextual and interdiscursive relationships between 

utterances, texts, genres and discourses. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Texts cannot be understood without considering different layers of context



‘Give Nothing to Racism’ 2017

Taika Waiti –
Hollywood Film director
actor/comedian/photographer

Father is Maori, Mother Russian Jewish heritage

New Zealander of the Year 2017
for his commitment to exploring and promoting 
New Zealand's identity and his work to reduce 
youth suicide rates and poverty through providing 
creative outlets
(https://www.stuff.co.nz/entertainment/celebrities/89693141/Director-Taika-Waititi-
wins-New-Zealander-of-the-Year-award)

Movies include: Boy (2010); What we do in the 
Shadows (2014); Hunt for the Wilderpeople (2016);
Thor: Ragnorak (2017)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9n UPyVR5s

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So here we have the your tube page with the comments underneath.  Fronting the video was the 2017 Nzer of the year – movie director/actor/comedian Taika WaitiMoveies Thor where he actually purposely employed a more  ethnically diverse cast.So my example for analysis derives from a youtube video posted by the Human Rights Commission in June 2017 which was designed to draw attention to casual racism in our everyday behaviour compared with racism – - part of the give nothing campaign – had the video on its website – but it was on youtube where people could post comments. And perhaps it was not surprising that this is where I could source data of inapprorpiate online behaviour – which I will present today.Firstly a bit of back ground about the video –Fronted by Taika Waiti, Nzer of the year –In the form of a parody – where it imitates a charity requesting donations – but the irony is that you usually give something to make it better, but in this case they are asking you to give nothing….  so it echoes the discourse of charitiesSo this is a parody of a charity video, but satirises racism – satire irony involving he mention of propositions and parody the mention of linguistic expression Object of satire is to offer new ways of seeingSo this video was reliant on humour and an understanding of parody in order to get its message across.Irony is an essential ingredient of satirical discourse

https://www.stuff.co.nz/entertainment/celebrities/89693141/Director-Taika-Waititi-wins-New-Zealander-of-the-Year-award


Discursive practice of satire –
negotiating subject positions in satirical discourse -

(Simpson, 2003)

Satirised -
target

(casual racism in NZ)

Satiree - addressee
(NZers as audience)

Satirist
(Taika Waiti/HRC)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned before the parody of a charity was used presumably because often by getting people to laugh at themselves through satire and irony – will actually make the understanding of the topic more real.Satire an aggressive function of humour – that ridicules or makes fun of a victimP108 Satire invites the satiree to concur by reaching a synthesis that offers… a “new way of seeing”. – attempts to distance both the satirist and the satiree from the satirised.Want to just show you about 30 secs of the video as this was the trigger for the comments – as some people resisted the message and felt it attacked white Nzers in particularAs Simpson points out – in order for satire to work -   the the subject positions between the satiris, the satiree and the satirised are negotiated and therefore these arrows here can shorten or lengthen. “successful” satire with its humours delivery and reception tends to “shorten” the connection between A – satirist and B – the addressee – bringing their discursive positons closer together  Failed satire works differentty  and the bond between positions and B lengthen while B and C simultaneously shortens – which I think is what happens with the  YOuTUbe commenters who seem to disregard the HRC message.Interactive risk involved Simpson p8Multiple audiences are collapsed into single contexts online (Markwick, A and boyd, d. (2010) I tweet honestly, I tweet passonately: Twitter users, context collapse and the imagined audience. New Media & Society, 13(1) 114-133.Though it is clear here that the audience is a NZ audience - 



Give Nothing to Racism
NZ Human Rights Commission
YouTube video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9n_UPyVR5s

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the Youtube video under which the comments were posted

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9n_UPyVR5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9n_UPyVR5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9n_UPyVR5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9n_UPyVR5s


115 comments below YouTube video
collected 14 June – 27 July 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of the 115 comments below the YouTube video that I collected between 14 June – 27 July 2017 –20% of the comments made reference to the video – of which 4% were positive and 16% negative24% were new comments not necessarily relating specifically to the video56% of the comments were replies or responses – key point here is that more than half of the comments were in response to comments made by others – which made further investigation of this aspect of interesting when it comes to online interaction.Note that these comments for these dates are no longer accessible.



Discourses of racism/discrimination

Antisemitic (some times in response to Taika Waiti’s background),
anti-Zionist (eg invented racism) and anti-immigrant (Muslim and 

Asian)
• Insulting, swearing, abusive, degrading and offensive language
• Intertextual features 

• Alt right language – ‘leftoid whites’, ‘SJW’, ‘cuck’
• Reported speech - sarcasm (ridiculing what someone has said)
• Quotes from Mein Kampf
• Use of symbols (((Trotsky))), or hashtags eg #proudracist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Indication that most of those who commented understood the message about subtle racism, but there were those who appeared to interpret it as anti-European or anti white, chose to resist it and to defy it by posting overt racism comments.Not going to give specific examples as I don’t believe that I should reproduce what was said.  But it was clear that there were a number of trolls on the site – remember I indicated at the beginning that trolls are those who post intentional “online antagonism undertaken  for amusement’s sake”ElSherief et al, 2018 divide hate speech into two categories – direct Direct hate speech – directed to a specific person or entity that is “more informal, angrier… [and has] higher clout” than Generalized hate speech –  “directed towards a group of people sharing a common protected characteristic”(ElSherief et al, 2018)



Argumentation strategies (topoi) resisting 
discourse of casual racism
Topos of denial of racism/Topos of politics
• NZ is not racist, therefore this video is Government propaganda against white people and 

trying to silence them
• Because it is NZ’s general election year, the Government is politicising racism and wasting 

tax dollars with this campaign rather than spending money on more serious matters such 
as serial child abuse

• Because the Govt wants to encourage immigration to support the economy, the video 
targets white people to teach them not to be racist so that immigrants will feel protected

Topos of danger and threat
• Because most immigrants are uncivilised and  make NZ a third world country, they should 

not come here
• Because casual racism is just joking, people shouldn’t be oversensitive
• If immigrants don’t like it here, then they should leave

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Used various argumentation strategies – topoi drawing from Wodak and Reisigl’s work on the DHA



Counter speech analysis
Taxonomy of 7 response types to (perceived) trolls:

(i) Engaging by responding sincerely
(ii) Ignoring the trolling attempt overtly or covertly
(iii) Exposing the troller to the rest of the group
(iv) Challenging the troller directly or indirectly
(v) Critiquing the effectiveness, success, or ‘quality’ of the troller
(vi) Mocking or parodying the trolling attempt; and
(vii) Reciprocating in kind by trolling the troller

(Hardaker, 2015: 223) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For my counter speech analysis I drew on Clare Hardaker’s work on you tube comments where she formulated a taxonomy of 7 response types to trolls



The Flame War Polylogue
“Flames… witnessed in strings of utterances… in which one impolite 
utterance is followed by another…. involves sometimes more users in 
reciprocallly exchanging ad hominem attacks…which continues until 
one of the parties involved gets bored and is too tired to continue.” 

Arendholz, J. (2013: 101).

• When commenter X accuses Taika Waiti of being racist for casting a 
black woman as a ‘white blonde norse woman’ in Thor.

(A) agrees (B) rejects
(European) (Muslim)

Photo by: VIKTOR DRACHEV/AFP/Getty Images)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My presentation today focuses on a flame war to see what counter speech initiatives were enacted by one commenter.Moor , P., Heuvelman, A. and Verleur (2010) Flaming on YouTube. Computers in Human Behavior 26, 1536-1546. So we have a  “Flame War” p 1545 where user feels offended and wants to stand up for themselves and othersPolylogue – didactic or multiparty interaction – over a two week periodB responded with the comment: "How many historically black and/or asian figures were cast by white ppl lol"



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Glen – intertextuality – repeats MA’s rhetorical question with 
direct quotes – then suggests that because US is predominantly 
white historically then no problem with it dominating creative 
output. Suggests MA returns to a Muslim country that is 
repressive and less democratic.  

direct quote serves to mock as well as to pin point a sentence he 
wishes to respond to, but allows him to attack MA for his 
muslim identity presumably based on his name. 

MA – “lol” and politely points out that his comment 
related more to the fact that historically people of 
colour were played by white actors. Then offers a 
humorous comment in response to buying a ticket – 
suggesting white people might also buy tickets back to 
Europe – infers that this is indicating the same thing 
when it comes to Americans who are all immigrants 
historically. 

GB – direct quotes MA from the last post – and 
suggests that white people’s standards and 
values are of a higher standard and if they left 
US the likes of MA would turn the country into 
a “Third World hell hole” – smiley face  

Hook

Engages – responds sincerely

Goads/baits

MA responds that he will not stoop to GB’s level – this would 
be dishonourable (indicated his values), that he has Muslim 
and non-muslim white friends. Addresses GB by name with an 
exit expression 
“Have a good day” and highlights that everyone is human.
(Exit attempt)

A

A

B

B

B

B

B

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hook "How many historically black and/or asian figures were cast by white ppl lol“Continues with a total of 15 posts of various lengths between them



A (troll): discursive strategies

• Does not address B directly by name – “mohammedan/s” “you Colorfuls”
• Pattern of beginning his comment by quoting B and then pulling it apart
(12 times)
• Repetition (echoic quality) suggests sarcastic/mocking tone
• Taunts/goads B by making accusations against him and Islamic ideologies 

that B would find difficult to let pass by (homophobia, rape, human rights)
• Rhetorical questions that ridicule Islam 
• Repeatedly suggests B goes back to his own country
• Talks in terms of ‘we’, ‘white western civilisation’ in superior terms to B

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Starts off by responding saying that because the USA is predominantly white then why shouldn’t the movies be the same. But suggests that B might want to buy a one way ticket back to a muslim countryWe might suggest that A is a troll… trying to goad b into more discussion which will enable to attack him more – and he does have some success in this.



B: counter responses

• Initially responds politely/sincerely
• 2nd response attempts to exit conversation – does not wish to stoop to A’s 

level, wishes A a ‘good day’, directly addresses him by name,  infers that 
everyone is equal regardless of race/religion

• Re-enters discussion to defend the attacks A makes on him and on Islam
• Becomes frustrated, starts to quote A’s statements (echoes A) 
• B’s discourse switches and starts to include his own inflammatory remarks 

about the superiority of Islam – (takes on the extremist  persona of what A 
is suggesting)  perhaps in an attempt to goad A or give him his own 
medicine  - “effective trolling rhetoric” (Phillips, 2015)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
B’s identity changes and his language/discourse becomes more extreme as if he has been exposed for what he really is.  However this appears to be effective trolling rhetoric where B is in fact trolling back to A.  A seems to go silent for whatever reason but then his supporters (C and D) arrive to attack B.



A

B

Commenter C

Commenter D

Troll supporters arrive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And they too have a go But when this happens the reinforcements arrive -  poster C makes inflammatory remarks about the Prophet MohammadD criticizes B for using a computer which was invented by white people – tells him to go back to Africa.B reverts back to his normal argumentative style – still addresses the others by their proper name but ends by asking why the other commenters don’t all go back to Europe.A returns with three more retaliatory posts – the third which accuses B of being an “Alt right troll” because of the comments he has made – not clear if he has only just realized that B has been playing A, C and D at their own game.



Counter responses of B (in red)

(i) Engaging by responding sincerely
(ii) Ignoring the trolling attempt overtly or covertly
(iii) Exposing the troller to the rest of the group (indirectly)
(iv) Challenging the troller directly or indirectly
(v) Critiquing the effectiveness, success, or ‘quality’ of the troller
(vi) Mocking or parodying the trolling attempt
(vii) Reciprocating in kind by trolling the troller

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So in reviewing B’s counter response strategies during this interchange with A, C and D – we see that his counter responses consist of all except ignoring the troll.A in fact accuses B of being a alt right troll – which is ironic.B reverts to his initial – more sincere identity – and exits the conversation.



A - has the last say by reproducing five of B’s ‘inflammatory’ statements 
from when he initially switched identity.  This which serves to construct 
B negatively. A concludes  by telling B one more time that he should be 
deported to Africa.
Outcomes for A = was he successful as a troll, or frustrated, thwarted?

Commenter E – “Why the f*** do I even read these comments 
anymore. I’m actually losing IQ.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And then Comment E enters the discussion and states his response to /rejection of the previous comments



Conclusions

• Should this type of online hate speech be taken down?
• Are we sanitising the internet if we do this and forcing this hateful 

discourse underground where it may fester and grow?
• Does counter speech work to challenge the hate speech offenders?
• Did our observation of this flame war make us more aware of hate 

speech and invoke our sympathy for B?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For my conclusions I actually come back to raising  series of questions about the hate speech and free speech debate which I think will become part of the interrogation of this colloquim.  I also need to reveal something more-  I saved these posts in July last year – when I went to review the site at the beginning of this year 2018  – they have all disappeared.Difficult to know how and why this occurred – possibly Youtube or HRC took them down – I asked the latter  but did not get a reply.So if this discussion was taken down because of its elements of hate speech – are we actually sanitising the internet and pretending that it is not there?Was there value in the counter speech of B?Do we actually know how many people read or take note of such discussions?  While there was alt right hate speech – it did not incite violence – and if anything the interactions may well evoke sympathy for B who had the opportunity to respond to the trolls and offer counter discourses.



“Trolls amplify the ugly side of mainstream behaviour, but they aren't 

pulling their materials, chosen targets, or impulses from the ether. They 

are born off and fuelled by the mainstream world- it's behavioural 

mores, its corporate institutions, it's political structures and leaders-

however much the mainstream might rankle at the suggestion.”

(Phillips, 2015 :168)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regardless of this – the trolling behaviour is only the tip of the iceberg – the frontstage performance (Goffman, 1959 ) and we don’t get to know or understand fully the backstage performance.  As Phillips comments that the trolling behaviour may just be a reflection of much bigger issues.



Thank you!
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